
A WARRIOR UNDEFEATABLE/ 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3276-Recognize Mistake “Uncle Enrique, 
don’t slander others! Jadiel died from self-destruction. You can ask your 
children. They witnessed it, too!” Miya said to Enrique. 

“There’s no need to ask. He was murdered!” Enrique only wanted to look for 
an excuse at that moment. The truth behind what actually happened wasn’t at 
all important to him. 

“Dad, stop being unreasonable. Mr. Jadiel really did self-destruct!” Genya 
bellowed. 

“What nonsense are you talking about?” Enrique instantly glared at Genya. 

“Dad, Mr. Jadiel did self-destruct. His death has nothing to do with others. 
Stop making baseless accusations.” Yorath stepped forward and dragged 
Enrique aside with all his might. If they didn’t stop Enrique, their lineage would 
truly be doomed. 

“What’s gotten into the two of you today?” Enrique was caught in utter 
disbelief, unable to comprehend why his children were no longer taking his 
side all of a sudden. 

“Dad, stop being obstinate. Old Mr. Ozrell has spoken and asked you to join 
him in the ancestral land. He’s very well-informed of everything that’s been 
happening outside,” Yorath said anxiously. 

“Nonsense! Old Mr. Ozrell has been confined to the great hall within the 
ancestral land for many years, so how could he possibly know? You must be 
lying to me.” Enrique refused to believe it. How could Old Mr. Ozrell possibly 
learn of the circumstances outside? 

As soon as Enrique finished his sentence, an ancient voice rang out, 
seemingly echoing from the heavens. “Unfilial descendant, how dare you keep 
me waiting!” Ozrell’s voice came from the hall within the ancestral land. 
Hearing that, the Seizon family members were stunned. Lawrence 
immediately knelt down. 

At that sight, the other members of the Seizon family quickly followed suit. 
That was because it was the first time they had heard Ozrell’s voice outside 



the ancestral land in so many years. Enrique widened his eyes, terror and 
incredulity filling his gaze. 

He had never imagined his scheme would alarm Ozrell. Yorath, standing at 
one side, reminded Enrique, “Dad, hurry up and enter the ancestral land. If 
Old Mr. 

Ozrell gets angry, our lineage will be done for!” Enrique slowly got to his feet 
in a daze and walked toward the ancestral land. 

Seeing that, Gideon hastily shouted, “Mr. Enrique!” He had gone to the Seizon 
residence for Enrique’s support. Now that the latter was abandoning their 
rebellion, Gideon’s efforts would be in vain. Not to mention, even with the 
party he led, they still didn’t stand a chance against the Seizon family. 

As if he hadn’t heard a thing, Enrique continued moving forward and 
eventually disappeared into the ancestral land. No one knew what punishment 
awaited him there. 

Despite the reluctance surging within Yorath and Genya as they watched their 
father enter the ancestral land, they could do nothing. After all, they had 
followed him in causing harm to the Seizon family, conspiring with outsiders to 
seize the position of the family head. 

After Enrique stepped into the ancestral land, Yorath, Genya, and the rest of 
their disciples approached Lawrence. Then, Yorath and Genya knelt before 
Lawrence. 

“Uncle Lawrence, we were led astray and did many things that harmed the 
Seizon family. We beg for your forgiveness.” The two groveled at Lawrence’s 
feet, pleading with him earnestly. 

At that moment, they were sincerely owning up to their mistakes and no 
longer intending to rebel. Now that even Ozrell had intervened, they dared not 
harbor any schemes. 

Besides, since Miya had unlocked the nascence space and comprehended 
the nascence of the Seizon family’s elder, Enrique’s lineage had even less 
chance of snatching the position of the family head. 

“Get up. It’s fine as long as you recognize your mistakes and are willing to turn 
over a new leaf.” Lawrence didn’t make things difficult for Yorath and Genya. 



After all, it wasn’t Lawrence’s wish to see infighting within the Seizon family. 

Gideon was beside himself with fury upon witnessing that scene. I’ve led a 
party here from afar, only to gain nothing and even lose a son! 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3277-Breeding “Mr. Gideon, since your son 
died because he self-destructed, I don’t think there’s a need for you to linger 
here any longer, right?” Lawrence asked Gideon. 

Gideon was visibly discontented, yet he couldn’t lash out. 

After all, they were in the Seizon family’s territory. If a fight truly broke out, he 
reckoned none of them from Behemoth Palace could leave unscathed. 

“Let’s go!” Gideon gritted his teeth, waved his hand, and led his subordinates 
away. 

“Dad, why did you let him go? You should’ve taught them a lesson!” Livya 
piped up in displeasure after seeing her father allow the people from 
Behemoth Palace to leave. 

“It’s better to resolve enmity rather than prolong it. Provoking them would 
bring us no good. This time, the Seizon family has been sufficiently blessed to 
have avoided internal strife. Hurry up and tell me what exactly happened to all 
of you in the ancestral land. How did Miya suddenly unlock her nascence 
space and comprehend nascence?” Lawrence was deeply intrigued by how 
Miya achieved that. 

“Dad, let’s talk about it back home.” Livya knew that revealing Miya’s matters 
in front of so many people would embarrass the latter, so she planned to 
discuss it later at home. 

“All right. Let’s go back!” Lawrence nodded. When they returned to their 
residence, Livya recounted everything to Lawrence. 

Upon learning Miya’s talent and bloodline had turned extraordinary after she 
copulated with Jared, Lawrence was utterly astonished. 

Little did he expect Jared to possess Supreme Bloodline, which meant any 
woman who fornicated with him could have their talents and bloodlines 
altered. 



This is simply too incredible! 

At that moment, even the look Lawrence regarded Jared with seemed 
different, making Jared quite uncomfortable. 

“Mr. Seizon, I’m tired, so I’ll go rest now.” Jared quickly got up, wanting to take 
his leave. 

“Mr. Chance, please wait. I have something to discuss with you!” Lawrence 
hurriedly stopped Jared, then gestured for everyone else to clear out. 

Once everyone had left, Lawrence shifted his gleaming eyes onto Jared, 
looking ecstatic as if he had found a treasure. 

Under Lawrence’s intense and watchful gaze, Jared felt goosebumps all over 
his body. Don’t tell me after Lawrence hears that anyone who sleeps with me 
can have their talent and bloodline augmented, so he’s thinking… The mere 
thought made Jared nauseous. He suppressed his urge to throw up and said, 
“Mr. Seizon, why don’t you just speak your mind?” “Mr. Chance, I-I have a 
somewhat presumptuous request, so I’m a little embarrassed to say it…” 
Lawrence dithered. 

Seeing that, Jared broke out in a cold sweat and swiftly responded, “In that 
case, I shall take my leave now.” Then, Jared started walking away but was 
stopped by Lawrence. 

“Mr. Chance, as they say, a hero deserves a beautiful woman. As you can 
see, there are quite a few ladies in the Seizon family. I hope you can select a 
few from among them and bed them. Naturally, you can choose the ones with 
figures and appearances that fit your preference. Moreover, I assure you they 
are all virgins. Mr. Chance, please stay in the Seizon residence for a little 
longer so that I can host you properly as well,” Lawrence uttered. 

Hearing that, Jared was stunned. Any other man might’ve jumped for joy upon 
receiving such a request, but Jared wore a long face. He’s trying to keep me 
here as a breeding pig. 

Still, noticing the fervent look in Lawrence’s gaze, Jared didn’t dare to refuse 
outright and could only flash an awkward smile. “Mr. Seizon, can I rest first 
and take some time to consider?” “Of course. You should rest well to 
replenish your energy, Mr. Chance,” Lawrence replied delightfully, thinking his 
offer might’ve piqued Jared’s interest, judging by the latter’s response. 



After exiting Lawrence’s residence, Jared realized his body was drenched in 
sweat. It’s seriously time for me to leave. When night falls, I’ll sneak off. If I 
really become his breeding pig, I’ll eventually exhaust myself regardless of my 
vigor! 

 

 


